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1.

REASON FOR REPORT

1.1.

Compliance with the CLD (Scotland) Regulations 2013 to publish a CLD Plan
under the leadership and direction of the Moray Community Planning Board.

2.

RECOMMENDATION

2.1.

It is recommended that the Community Planning Board:-

3.

i)

considers and approves the 2018-2021 CLD Plan;

ii)

notes the improvement priorities; and

iii)

supports the governance measures as detailed in section 4.2 of
the report.

BACKGROUND

3.1.

In June 2012 Scottish Government published “Strategic Guidance for
Community Planning Partnerships: Community Learning and Development”
and subsequently the CLD (Scotland) Regulations came in to force in
September 2013 requiring local authorities to develop, in conjunction with
learners, communities, learning providers and partners, a community learning
and development plan.

3.2.

The first CLD Plan was delivered in 2015 by tsiMORAY. It became clear that
there was limited buy in from partners in achieving the goals in the plan and
that the expectation that there would be locality learning partnerships was not
feasible with the infrastructure change at that time. Since then there have
been a number of senior staff changes across the partnership and in June
2018 the CLD Partnership reformed and refocussed with a specific remit for
CLD. Terms of Reference have been agreed and specific CLD targets over
the 3 years of the new plan have been mapped. The Acting Corporate
Director who is the chair of the partnership has been designated as the
reporting officer to the Board and the structure for reporting agreed.

3.3.

The new CLD Plan 2018-2021 has built on evaluation events linked to
partnership work, family learning, introductory CLD sessions, training
evaluation feedback, CLD Network and learner feedback. Sessions were
delivered at tsiMORAY’s “Join the Dots”, the Community Engagement Group
and the Federation of Village Halls and Associations. Organisations working
with equality groups were met with and improvement issues noted.

3.4.

This plan has been written mindful of the resource challenges across the
partnership and the desire not to build expectations that could not be
realistically met. The strategic targets represent the “added value” that
working in partnership can bring. Behind these targets partners have there
own priorities relating to CLD provision. It is recognised that the “unmet need”
will change as opportunities become available and people and communities
develop.

3.5.

The draft CLD Plan 2018-2021 is found in Appendix 1.

3.6.

The Health Inequalities and Fairer Scotland Duty Impact Check/Assessment
can be read in Appendix 2.

3.7.

The practitioner targets can be read in Appendix 3. This is changing based
on resource decisions, plus the governance arrangements as outlined in the
CLD Plan.

4.

SUMMARY OF IMPLICATIONS

4.1.

The CLD Plan and targets therein will be a living working document. Once a
new chair of the Community Planning Board is appointed the introduction will
be replaced and published on Your moray and the new tsiMORAY website.

4.2.

In order to comply with governance arrangements the Community Planning
Board will receive annual performance reports and be invited to events in CLD
Celebration month. Board members are encouraged to make every CLD
opportunity count.

5.

CONCLUSION

5.1.

This report recommends that the Community Planning Board approves the
CLD Plan 2018-2021
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